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ABSTRACT
Mining waste was a significant environmental problem in nineteenth‐century Victoria,
an Australian colony dependent on gold mining for its economic prosperity. Sludge from
alluvial (placer) workings and hard‐rock mining flowed into rivers across the colony
causing significant damage and disruption to downstream communities. The sludge
problem was eventually resolved by the passage of legislation early in the twentieth
century. The struggle to control sludge reveals changes in public perception over a fifty‐
year period, from acceptance of sludge as an inevitable consequence of industry to the
identification of sludge as pollution that should be eliminated. Significantly, at a time
when the cost of dealing with noxious waste from other industries was still being borne
by the public purse, the anti‐sludge legislation held the mining industry responsible for
its own pollution and required gold miners to return clean water to river systems.
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The regulation of mining waste in nineteenth‐century Victoria represents one of the
first major attempts by Australians to control industrial pollution. ‘Sludge’ was an
environmental consequence of gold mining that remained a problem in the colony of
Victoria for more than half a century. In the course of resolving what they called ‘the
sludge question’, Victorians began to alter their view of the relationship between
industry and the natural world. While it had been apparent for some time that many
forms of industry damaged the environment, with the sludge question Victorians began
to realise that this impact was not inevitable but should and could be regulated at its
source. Economic self‐interest provided the guiding motivation, but the eventual
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outcome marks a significant departure from earlier responses and provided an
important step in moves to protect the natural environment.
Early attempts to regulate sludge sought above all to minimise the potential impact on
the mining industry but, by the twentieth century, these aims had evolved to encompass
more diverse economic interests and, to a limited extent, the well‐being of the
environment itself. Despite the prominence of ‘the sludge question’ at the time in public
debate and in the landscape, it has subsequently been largely forgotten by historians,
modern land managers and residents of affected areas. In this paper we review the
history of sludge in Victoria – where it came from, the damage it caused and the
struggles to manage it effectively. We argue that sludge was a widespread
environmental problem in colonial Victoria and that understanding how the problem
was solved reveals changing attitudes to industry and pollution in the nineteenth
century while highlighting contrasts with similar controversies in California and New
Zealand. The sludge question touches on issues of rights to water, environmental
protection and sustainability that are of increasing relevance in the twenty‐first century.
Gold was big business in nineteenth‐century Victoria. Its discovery in 1851 by local men
returned from California brought gold seekers flocking to the colony from all over the
world. Victoria’s population exploded from 77,000 before the gold rush to more than
half a million within a decade. More than 500 tonnes of gold had been found by the end
of the 1850s, a third of world output, and the economy boomed. When the initial
excitement faded, gold mining continued to be a major economic force, employing two‐
thirds as many workers as manufacturing even in the 1880s. The goldfields districts
were home to 38 per cent of Victoria’s population in 1871 and Ballarat, its largest
centre, was the fourth‐biggest city in Australia.1 Everything concerning the gold‐mining
industry was thus of major importance to the colony and one of the major concerns was
sludge. Problems with mining pollution began to appear almost from the outset of the
gold rush and the ‘sludge question’ featured prominently in ongoing public debates
from the 1850s. Over the next fifty years, miners, regulators, local councils, townspeople
and agricultural interests wrestled with a variety of approaches to solving the problem
of sludge. Comprehensive legislation was finally enacted in the first decade of the
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twentieth century, just before the decline of the Victorian mining industry precipitated
by the First World War.
This study contributes to a small but growing body of work on the environmental
history of gold mining in Australia and to broader understandings of how water has
been used and abused on this continent. The catastrophic local impacts of mining on
forests, soils and water were recorded by commentators at the time and general
environmental histories of white colonisation in Australia mark the gold rush as one of
the most intensive periods of destruction since white settlement. More recently, several
authors have written specifically and in more detail about the impact of gold mining on
Australian environments and have demonstrated the potential for further research.2
Internationally, scholarship on the environmental consequences of minerals mining is
much more extensive. It has included the re‐appraisal of nineteenth‐century gold rushes
in California, New Zealand and the Klondike3 as well as more recent mining booms such
as lead‐zinc in northern Canada, tin in Malaysia and Nigeria, copper in Papua New
Guinea and gold in the Amazon.4 Environmental histories of gold mining sit alongside an
extensive literature on the history and meanings of water in settler societies. Authors
from many disciplines have examined a wide range of issues associated with water’s
role in the landscape, its availability for settler purposes, mythologies and perceptions
of water in settler and indigenous cultures, and how the appropriation and control of
water was embedded in imperial and colonising processes.5 Water is a scarce resource
in Australia, and understanding how to secure its quality as well as its quantity is an
important part of the settler story.

SLUDGE
‘Sludge’ was the colloquial term used in the nineteenth century for the water‐borne
waste products of gold mining. Sludge was produced by all branches of gold mining
because all mining techniques relied heavily on water in processing washdirt and ores,
Bolton 1981, 69; Birrell 1998; Garden 2001; Howitt 1977, 93–5, 110, 114; McGowan 2001; Peterson
1996; Powell 1976, 33; Young 1996, 105–130.
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and all used water to carry away the unwanted sand, gravel and clay. Sludge was a
major topic of public debate across Victoria throughout the colonial period. Although
Australia’s online repository of nineteenth‐century newspapers (trove.nla.gov.au) does
not yet include most of the newspapers from goldfields districts, two that are currently
available indicate the magnitude of interest in the subject.6 The Bendigo Advertiser
carried over 4,000 sludge‐related stories between 1855 and 1901 while the Ballarat
Star (for which far fewer issues are available online) carried nearly 1,000 references to
sludge between 1857 and 1865 alone, an average of two stories per week. The
Melbourne Argus is the only major metropolitan daily newspaper from the period
available online, but it reveals a similar level of interest with over 1,500 stories from
1855 to 1901. They relate to all of the goldfields regions, demonstrating that the
problem was widespread and long‐lasting, an impression confirmed by local histories of
gold‐mining regions which also mention sludge and its effects in passing. This evidence
of widespread and long‐lasting concern is in contrast to the modern perception that
sludge problems were primarily associated with alluvial sluicing (called placer mining
in the United States) and dredging in the north‐east of the colony.
Sludge was formally defined at the time as ‘water holding in suspension particles of
mineral matter from mines’, material also variously referred to colloquially as tailings,
slime or slum.7 To a large extent the terms were used interchangeably, but they also had
more precise meanings. ‘Slime’ or ‘slum’ was used to describe the very fine‐grained
clayey portion of the sludge, particularly when it was in liquid form. ‘Tailings’ were
generically any sediments carried from the mines, but specifically the fine sand fraction
that came from crushing ores in stamp batteries. In alluvial mining, tailings were the
solid waste materials of any size, from clays and sands through to large cobbles and
boulders.
Definitions of mining sludge commonly used in the nineteenth century refer only to
solid matter. Concerns about possible chemical contamination did not appear until the
end of the nineteenth century when cyanide was introduced as part of the treatment of
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ores. The 1885 Sludge Act discriminated between sludge and ‘polluted water’ – that is,
water carrying mineral or metallic salts in solution – but it did not regulate the latter
and it was only in 1906 that the first reference to ‘poisonous matter’ appears in
association with regulations to contain sludge.8 While potential harm from these
chemicals was acknowledged, the dangers of other chemical components of the sludge
were largely ignored.
Mercury was the hazardous substance most likely to be present in sludge. Mercury was
in widespread use as part of the treatment of gold in both hard rock and alluvial mining
and it was known that a portion was lost during processing. While some mercury was
lost as vapour during retorting, it was also known that some was dispersed in the
sludge. At this time mercury was in common use as a medicine, featuring as the active
component in calomel lotion and anti‐syphilis remedies, and its likely presence in the
environment raised no questions. Of minor concern was the potentially hazardous
nature of groundwater being pumped out of the deep lead alluvial mines due to possible
chemical contamination. It was admitted that the water from some mines had a
distinctive ‘sweet’ taste and was not favoured for watering stock, but on the whole these
concerns were neither substantial nor lasting and the groundwater, like the sludge,
continued to be discharged directly into waterways.9
Although the need to control chemical discharge was eventually included in sludge
regulations, including the Act to Amend the Mines Act 1907,10 the lasting effect of mining‐
related chemicals in the Victorian environment remains largely unrecognised. Research
by soil scientists has indicated a comparatively high level of background arsenic in soils
in the central goldfields region, which, as in New Zealand, is mobilised by mining
activity. The Victorian study indicated that arsenic levels in surface water were not high
except immediately around mining dumps, but were elevated in plants grown on soils
contaminated by mining. Tailings sands still have high concentrations of arsenic and it is
illegal to sell them for landscaping purposes. Human health studies have also revealed
elevated levels of arsenic in nail clippings from school children in the region, and higher
8
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than expected rates of cancer in modern residents. The remaining mercury loads in
Victoria’s rivers are generally unknown but are likely to be substantial, based on
comparisons with California where similar mining methods were used. Historical and
environmental studies in California have demonstrated mercury contamination in mine
sites and downstream waterways where fish have mercury levels rendering them
unsafe for human consumption. Studies by environmental scientists have demonstrated
that there are significant levels of mercury in the soils composed of mine tailings around
Bendigo and in waters of the Upper Goulburn River catchment, and it is likely that
similar contamination exists elsewhere.11

SOURCES OF SLUDGE
The sediment in sludge came from a variety of sources. The size and mix of particles
depended on the nature of the ground being worked and the treatment methods used.
This means the nature of sludge changed over time as the mining industry developed.
Sludge was initially produced by alluvial miners treating the washdirt in cradles and
sluice boxes and then in puddlers. Puddlers mixed the washdirt with water in a circular
trough in the ground, discharging the slurry and recovering the gold from the base of
the puddler (Figure 1). Puddling generated sludge in all the goldfields districts, but the
method was most common around Bendigo where, at its height in 1856, the 3,000
puddlers in operation collectively produced a daily discharge of up to 15 megalitres of
water carrying 39,916 tonnes of dirt into Bendigo Creek.12
At that time it was noted that sludge from different parts of the same goldfield could
differ considerably. Crawford Mollison, the Mining Warden at Bendigo, reported that in
the White Hills area the gravels settled out quickly, leaving relatively clean water that
could be saved and reused. Elsewhere on the field stiff red clays formed a thick sludge
from which water evaporated as quickly as it settled, forming a hard crust above a
lower layer that was still liquid. While Bendigo was the epicentre for puddling, the
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technique was also commonly used on other fields and the resultant sludge caused
problems for other mining centres at this time as well.13
By the mid‐1860s, other treatment methods were generating large quantities of sludge
across the mining districts. In the 1860s and 1870s attention turned to underground
mining, with the use of stamp batteries to crush quartz and cemented alluvial gravels
increasing dramatically. This process used heavy metal stamps to crush ore into fine
sand from which the gold was recovered. A flow of water was used to move the sands
through the recovery process. In some cases tailings sands accumulated on‐site, but
elsewhere flows of water were sufficient to flush the tailings into nearby watercourses.
The authors of an 1887 government inquiry observed that many rivers downstream of
mining towns were largely filled with sludge from battery sands. In districts where
underground alluvial mining was practised, sludge from puddlers continued to be a
problem and the groundwater pumped from the mines was used in the puddling
machines, thence flowing as sludge into the creeks.14
By the 1870s and 1880s hydraulic sluicing had become a major source of sludge in
hillier districts and particularly in north‐eastern Victoria. The use of high‐pressure
hoses to undermine hillsides generated even larger quantities of sludge that caused
extensive damage to river systems (Figure 2). Small‐scale sluicing methods in
widespread use since the 1860s caused localised damage wherever they were
employed, but this was exponentially increased by the introduction of ‘Giant Monitors’
from California in the 1880s.15 Sludge from the sluices in the high country was washed
into the Kiewa, Mitta Mitta and Ovens Rivers, causing flooding and sedimentation to
agricultural communities on the plains and threatening to fill the new irrigation works
then under construction.
The introduction of dredges from New Zealand in 1897 created even more sludge.
Bucket dredges were processing plants that used large buckets on a rotating belt to
scoop up the soil, process it and discharge the waste behind. Each plant sat on pontoons
that floated in a lagoon built for the purpose, the lagoon slowly advancing with the
dredge as it cut away the working face in front and filled in the lagoon behind with
13
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tailings. It was the combined damage caused by dredging and large‐scale sluicing that
generated sustained public outcry and ultimately led to the introduction of
comprehensive legislation aimed at controlling sludge.16
Processing type

Location

Date

Sediments

Puddlers

Bendigo, Creswick

1850s–1860s

Clay, silt

1870s–1900s

Sand

1860s–1900s

Clay, silt, sand,

deep leads
Stamp batteries

Bendigo, Ballarat,
Castlemaine

Sluicing and

North‐east Victoria

dredging

gravel

Table 1. Mining practices and characteristics of sludge in places of greatest
controversy.
The Sludge Inquiry of 1887 described the kinds of sludge produced by the different
branches of mining (Table 1). Sludge from puddling machines that treated heavy clay
soils was typically high in clay content, resulting in ‘slums’ or ‘slimes’ that did not easily
settle out and could not be stacked (stored on‐site in large piles). Stamp batteries
crushing quartz produced fine sands that settled out quickly when stacked or when
retained in a settling dam. Sluicing produced a combination of fine clayey slimes and
heavier tailings ranging in size from sand to large cobbles. Large cobbles were usually
stacked on site, but the sand and clay ran off as sludge which was carried great
distances from hydraulic sluices, in particular due to the large volume of water used

DAMAGE
Downstream water users felt the full effects of the sludge and it is clear that the damage
continued for many decades. Sediment choked waterways, raised the level of creek beds
and covered adjacent land after floods. The creeks and waterholes became unusable for
watering stock, for human consumption or for watering gardens and orchards. Much
historical evidence comes from parliamentary inquiries convened by the government to
investigate the problem. Collectively, evidence given to this succession of boards over
16
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many years amply demonstrates the extent and nature of the damage and the ongoing
failure of attempts to mitigate it. The inquiries were all in response to specific local
issues, and included a Royal Commission in 1859 and a Select Committee in 1861 to
investigate removing sludge from Bendigo, an 1887 inquiry into sludge issues in the
colony as a whole, and a final inquiry in 1914 responding to escalating problems caused
by large‐scale hydraulic sluicing and dredging.
The first complaints of major disruption came in the late 1850s from businesses in the
goldfields towns. Continual flooding in Ballarat caused municipal authorities to raise the
road levels repeatedly in order to escape inundation, while in Bendigo and Creswick
petitioners complained about repeated flooding. Witnesses at the 1859 inquiry in
Bendigo complained that sludge from the puddlers was interfering with mine workings.
At least 100 puddling machines were said to be submerged and the old workings were
buried by up to twelve feet of sludge. Even forty miles downstream the creeks were
affected, with pastoralists claiming that they were filled ‘to within two feet of the banks
by the sludge’, making it impossible to water stock.17
Two years later the most severe damage was immediately downstream of Bendigo
where there had been a thriving market garden industry along Bendigo Creek.
Landowners described the deep, clear creek that used to run through their properties
and the acres of vineyards, fruit trees and vegetable gardens they grew. They talked
about the rising tide of sludge that began to flow down the creek, coming over the top of
five‐foot embankments built around their properties. Resident James Sandison reported
of the damage that ‘The finest garden in Victoria ... is a perfect sea of sludge, and a great
many of the trees are dead’.18 The irrigation ponds were filled, the vegetables
submerged by four feet of sludge and the fruit trees and vines killed. The Epsom Hotel,
previously a pretty place next to the creek, had to be abandoned when it was filled to
the window sills with sludge. The landowners presented the government with claims
for thousands of pounds in compensation for the damages suffered.
The reports of these farmers were echoed across the colony over the following years
(Figure 3). In 1872 Henry Morres, the Ballarat District Surveyor, investigated the effects
of sludge from quartz crushing. Downstream from Ballarat towards Geelong, along
17
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Yarrowee Creek and the Leigh River, numerous farms and houses were reported to have
been inundated and the build‐up of sludge in the river itself regularly produced severe
flooding. The floods destroyed crops and carried away topsoil, exacerbating the
problem further down the river.19
In the north‐eastern mining district the major source of damage was sludge from
sluicing and dredging. Near Wangaratta, shire councillors estimated in 1875 that 10,000
acres of agricultural land had been inundated by sludge from the sluices upstream at
Beechworth. In the capital of Melbourne in 1876 the Legislative Assembly heard that
hydraulic sluicing at Warrandyte sent sludge into the Yarra River, which silted up Port
Phillip Bay and caused problems for shipping. In 1885 creeks around Heathcote in
central Victoria were choked with sludge which was then flowing into the Campaspe
River.20
By the early twentieth century the sludge question remained unresolved and damage
was still occurring. Hydraulic sluicing and dredging together were responsible for
processing eighteen million tonnes of soil from 300 hectares of land in the north‐east,
creating canyons nearly twenty metres in depth. Elsewhere, on the Loddon River below
Castlemaine, fifty years of discharging sludge from sluicing had resulted in river flats
covered to depths of up to 1.5 m. Over the same period quartz sands from the stamp
batteries at Ballarat caused problems downstream for graziers up to 64 km away. As
late as 1909 landowners reported dried sludge (in this case battery sands) deposited
half a metre deep in their paddocks and blown by the wind as much as eighteen metres
up the surrounding hillsides (Figure 4). In that year government inspectors in Ballarat
measured 6,159 grains per litre in samples of sludge being discharged directly from the
batteries.21
A further cause for concern by the early twentieth century was potential damage to
infrastructure built for irrigated agriculture. By this time the irrigation industry was
becoming a powerful interest group. In addition to objecting to the inundation of
agricultural land adjacent to the sludge‐choked rivers, irrigators were afraid that the
sludge would be carried into the new dams being constructed as irrigation storages.
19
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They were concerned that sediment from the sludge would settle out in the dams with
the potential to significantly diminish their capacity. This fear was borne out by
evidence presented to the Sludge Abatement Board in 1908 when witnesses testified
that Laanecoorie Weir, built on the Loddon in 1891, had already accumulated three
metres of silt in its basin. Laanecoorie’s catchment included the major goldfields of
Maryborough, Creswick, Daylesford and Castlemaine, and sludge generated in these
districts was clearly having a significant impact.22

SOLUTIONS
There were two main approaches to solving the sludge problem. One was to limit its
impact in specific areas by building infrastructure that protected land and property
and/or moved the sludge somewhere else. Another was to address the cause of the
problem by regulating the activities of miners. For many years the first approach
prevailed, as individuals and local councils focused on infrastructure solutions that
diverted the sludge away. It was not until the 1890s that opinion seriously shifted in
favour of controlling the sludge at its source.
It is not surprising that early efforts were directed principally at physically removing
sludge. The first diggings were usually concentrated along the floodplains of waterways,
and homes and businesses clustered nearby as well. As the natural drainage systems
were disrupted by mining activity these low‐lying homes, businesses and roads were
vulnerable to flooding from stormwater and inundation from sludge. In the late 1850s
individuals took what steps they could to protect their property, elevating buildings on
pilings and constructing levees up to 1.5 m high around their market gardens.
Ratepayers and businesses also demanded that municipal councils provide better
drainage, holding local meetings, writing to the press and sending petitions to any
branch of local or colonial government they could think of.23
Local councils desperately wanted to build sludge and storm‐water channels to divert
the waste but lacked the funds to do so. The Bendigo Mining Board attempted to raise
money for its channel by imposing a levy on the owners of puddlers, but this was
22
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roundly defeated on the grounds that it was a public work and should be paid for at
public expense. Following the official inquiries into sludge at Bendigo in 1859 and 1861,
the colonial government responded by providing funds to assist councils with the
construction of sludge channels. By the early 1860s many municipal councils had
constructed sludge channels. For most councils this was merely the start of a lengthy
process of deepening, straightening, redirecting and lining the old creeks and water
holes and turning them into drains. In 1873 Parliament was still making regular grants
of funds for work on sludge channels in goldfields districts, approving money for
fourteen affected towns.24

REGULATION
Regulations to control sludge were introduced from the late 1850s as part of a
comprehensive reorganisation of administration following the Eureka Rebellion, an
armed uprising of miners in December 1854. Much of the detailed regulation of the
different goldfields was left to the discretion of mining boards established in each
mining district. Water management was one of the delegated issues and the first
regulations regarding sludge were by‐laws created by the local mining boards. The
Ballarat Board introduced its first by‐law regarding sludge in 1858. It enabled the
mining surveyor to issue orders that stopped parties from creating sludge where it
could be shown that the sludge was causing damage to mining infrastructure, public
roads or public watercourses, and it also enabled the warden to award compensation in
such cases. The role of the mining boards, however, was to serve the interests of miners,
and in 1861 this by‐law was amended and weakened considerably. The ability to award
compensation was removed and damage to watercourses was no longer included,
leaving only interference with mining claims and roads as grounds for complaint. With
self‐regulation, industry was thus absolved from wider responsibility to the
community.25
While mining boards grappled with the regulation of sludge they were also struggling to
develop a system for the effective regulation of rights to water for use in working the
24Bradfield 1972, 30; Cusack 1973, 118; Minutes, Creswick Council 10 December 1861; McGowan 2001,
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stamp batteries, puddlers and sluices. The legal right of miners to store and divert water
on the Victorian goldfields was negotiated and established during the 1850s and 1860s
when a mix of English common law and American legal doctrine was drawn on and
adapted to local conditions in response to disputes that quickly emerged over the
nature and scale of water diversions, priority of access and the sale of water rights. The
creation of laws, by‐laws and regulations gradually established the legal status of water
as a public resource which individuals and groups could extract and utilise for private
purposes. The State asserted increasing authority over the distribution of water in this
period, laying the foundations for the effective public ownership of water rights by the
1880s.26
Regulating rights of access included provisions to ensure that clean water was available
for working. The Mining Statute 1865 (section 34) accordingly introduced penalties for
allowing sludge to pollute a reservoir but, as most reservoirs were upstream of mine
workings, this left problems of downstream pollution unresolved. As to further
regulation of sludge, it was again left to local mining boards to determine what was
appropriate in their district and the legislation instructed mining boards to make by‐
laws that prevented sludge from accumulating. These instructions related specifically to
sludge from puddling machines and quartz‐crushing, suggesting that these were the
main sources of sludge at this time. Although ground and hydraulic sluicing were
widespread by this period there is no mention of them in the legislation, perhaps
because the volumes of sludge produced were not as great, or perhaps because the
waterways affected were not flowing into built‐up areas where downstream users were
significantly troubled.
The regulations were far from effective and problems with sludge were contested in the
courts, in parliament and in the press. As a result of court decisions in several cases, an
1871 legal commentary on the 1865 Mining Statute stated that ‘Water‐rights must not
be used to the prejudice of the land or water of others. A person has no right to
discharge the water used by him loaded with sludge, on the land, or into the water, of
another ... and may be restrained by injunction from doing so.’27 Injunctions accordingly
became the tool of choice for those seeking to protect themselves from damage by
26
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sludge and were used effectively by landowners in many places. The rapid growth of
hydraulic sluicing in the 1870s caused further problems, as this was not covered by
existing legislation. Throughout the 1870s, sludge from the hydraulic sluices in
Beechworth Shire caused problems for its downstream neighbour, North Ovens Shire.
Deputations from the agriculturally‐based North Ovens Shire put their case before
various ministers and the parliament throughout the decade, requesting funding for a
proper sludge channel downstream.28
The use of injunctions to limit sludge caused great alarm among miners and their
supporters, with the Maryborough Advertiser proclaiming that ‘It appears that any
person, no matter who, can at any time ruin a mine in this way. The thing seems very
laughable and absurd, but law is law.’29 An injunction against the famous Madam Berry
No 1 Mine at Creswick, then the richest mine in the colony, finally brought matters to a
head in 1881. A bill was brought before Parliament and debated during December 1885.
Although the intention of the bill was to address the whole of the sludge question as it
then existed across the colony, and to encompass quartz reef and alluvial mining, in the
end the parliamentarians limited the act to the Creswick district only. Debate on the bill
had been severely curtailed by the fact that it took place immediately before Christmas
as the last item debated late in the evening of the last parliamentary sitting for the year.
While the members claimed that they did not want to be ‘hasty’ in their deliberations, it
would seem that the scheduling of bills was as strategic then as it is now and that this
was not a bill with widespread support.30
The resulting ‘Act to Provide for the Disposal of Sludge from Alluvial Mines in Creswick’
(Sludge Act 1885), was the first anti‐sludge legislation in the world (preceding by
several years California’s Caminetti Act of 1893) but it was not nearly as revolutionary
as it might have been. While it did provide clear definitions of sludge (i.e. sediment‐
bearing water) and polluted water (i.e. water containing mineral or metallic salts in
solution at harmful levels), it did not actually seek to reduce sludge, even in Creswick.
Most of the 59 sections of the legislation dealt with arrangements for establishing a
Sludge Abatement Board whose role was to construct and manage channels to carry
The Argus 14 Jun. 1870, 9 Aug. 1870; 2 Oct. 1875; 13 Dec. 1875; 1 May 1880; 14 Nov. 1881; McQuilton
1979, 15–16.
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sludge away from the mines, and even this Board would only come into effect if the
owners of mines in the electoral district of Creswick petitioned to have that electoral
division declared a sludge district. Mine owners ignored even this minor attempt at self‐
regulation and it was left to the 1887 Inquiry to recommend more effective action.
The 1887 Board visited all mining districts in Victoria, inspected quartz and alluvial
mines, heard evidence from miners and other community members and tested water
quality in the major affected rivers. As a result of their investigations the Board
concluded that ‘the damage caused by mining sludge throughout the colony is of a far
more serious nature than was generally supposed, whilst it has made manifest the fact
that the injury is likely to be greatly increased in the future ... unless remedial measures
are immediately taken’. 31The Board members were also aware of the situation in
California at the time, referring to the damage that hydraulic sluicing had done to
agriculture there and to the fact that Giant Nozzles had been banned. In consequence
the Board made a series of recommendations and even went so far as to draft a new bill
on the subject to be put to Parliament. Some of the measures the Board recommended
were that mines should be prevented from discharging sludge into waterways, that
licenses not be issued unless there was enough land to retain the sludge, that no dams
be allowed across watercourses and that Sludge Inspectors be designated in each
district to investigate claims of damage and determine the actions taken by mining
companies. 32
Had these measures been adopted the general discharge of sludge around the colony
would have ended in the 1890s, but unfortunately they were not. The only significant
gain in the Mines Act of 1890 was the appointment of sludge inspectors, but these
officers were not asked to ensure that sludge was not discharged nor given the power to
investigate claims of damage. It was not until 1904 that legislation was finally enacted
with the intention of resolving the sludge question. Mining‐related degradation of
waterways in the north‐east of Victoria had been exacerbated by the introduction of
dredges from New Zealand in 1897, which affected the growth of the irrigation industry
downstream, and legislators were at last forced to take action.
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The Mines Act 1904 and its amending Act of 1907 introduced a whole new set of
regulations concerning the elimination of sludge that applied to sluicing and dredging
operations in addition to the existing regulations on quartz mining and puddling. These
Acts established a Sludge Abatement Board (SAB) with inspectors in each district,
imposed penalties for polluting waterways and sought to prevent damage to grazing
and agricultural land. The SAB was to regulate any form of mining that sent sludge into
waterways, with the explicit inclusion of hydraulic sluicing and dredging. It was no
longer enough to carry sludge away – for the first time it was illegal to discharge it at all.
It took several years for the effect of the new legislation to be fully felt and the SAB
encountered numerous challenges in carrying out its tasks. Most mines and mining
districts complied reasonably well, but in other areas companies directly flouted the
regulations by continuing to release sludge. Ballarat in particular was a centre of
opposition, possibly because returns from its mines were diminishing and the expense
of building settling dams was felt more keenly. Several companies were still sending
waste from their stamp batteries directly into Yarrowee Creek (also called the Leigh
River) and, when challenged, took the SAB to court, where the miners won on a
technicality. The legal loophole demonstrated by the court decision was quickly closed
and the Ballarat mines were brought into line. The other group that resisted regulations
were the small‐scale hydraulic sluicing operations run by individuals or small groups.
The ‘hill sluicers’ around Beechworth and Castlemaine would simply cease operation
and move somewhere else when the inspectors arrived but, as the volume of earth
moved was comparatively small, the SAB saved most of its attention for the big
operators.33
The ultimate success of these measures is shown in the report of the Dredging and
Sluicing Inquiry Board of 1914. The Board was convened in response to a prolonged
campaign led by the major metropolitan newspapers and by groups such as the
Australian Natives Association (i.e. white people born in Australia) and the Ovens River
Anti‐Sludge and Pollution Association. Collectively these groups presented a series of
petitions to the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the Chamber of Agriculture
and the Waterworks Trust Association.34
33
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The Board found widespread evidence of siltation caused by gold seeking but concluded
that much of this was the result of past mining practices, including dredging leases
issued before the passage of the 1904 Mines Act. The 1904 legislation prohibited
dredges from working directly in waterways and stipulated that tailings from dredging
be contained and prevented from flowing into waterways. Post‐1904 leases that
included these provisions were shown to be effective in keeping sludge to a minimum,
but several companies continued to operate under leases issued before 1904 and these
were still causing pollution. The Board’s formal recommendations concerned damage
being done to land rather than water where dredging was carried out, and its negative
impact on agriculture and tourism. In the end they had little explicitly to say about
water, but the waterways they tested were all significantly cleaner than they had been
in 1887. The implicit conclusion in the Board’s report was that, on the whole, the
legislation and the SAB were having a positive effect on limiting sludge.35
This conclusion is all the more compelling because the Board was not disposed to be
sympathetic to the mining industry. Unlike previous Boards, which had comprised
entirely those representing the mining industry, this Board included representatives
from government departments associated with water supply, land and agriculture as
well as with mining, and from community groups. That they were forced to conclude
that mining was no longer a significant producer of sludge is testament to the
effectiveness of the measures imposed.36
After five decades of struggle the report of the Dredging and Sluicing Inquiry Board
makes clear that legislation was finally having an effect on controlling sludge. The many
attempts to solve the problem by shifting the sludge elsewhere had failed and it was
apparent that the only real solution was to control sludge at its source, making miners
treat polluted water in settling dams before release into waterways. This approach is
not without its own problems, particularly during flood events, but it is the one that has
been taken around Australia ever since.37 By the time the Board published its report in
1914 the gold mining industry in Victoria was in serious decline, as the large deposits
were worked out and the First World War brought an end to high gold prices. Dredging
35
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continued sporadically in Victoria until the 1980s but large‐scale quartz and alluvial
mining effectively ended at the time of the First World War, when a combination of fixed
gold prices, declining yields and increased costs made the industry unviable.

OTHER SLUDGE CONTROVERSIES: CALIFORNIA AND NEW ZEALAND
Sludge issues in Victoria paralleled problems and debates in other gold‐producing
regions at the time, notably California and New Zealand. All three saw similar mining
technologies producing large volumes of water‐borne sediment, but there were
differences in the extent to which these troubled downstream users and in the
responses that occurred. The cases have been examined by geographer Terry Hearn,
who observed that, while Victoria and California took similar steps to compel miners to
limit the sediment produced, New Zealand took a different approach that awarded
compensation to downstream users for extinguishing their riparian rights.38 The
situation in California was most dramatic and is best‐known. There, large‐scale
hydraulic sluicing claims in the mountains poured polluted water into several major
river systems, periodically inundating towns and the rich agricultural lands of the
Central Valley as well as the state’s capital of Sacramento. The initial response was to
build levees along the rivers but, as these proved ineffective, companies were taken to
court. A landmark decision in 1884 in the case of Woodruff v. North Bloomfield Gravel
Mining Company established that the polluting of others’ lands with sludge constituted
illegal ‘takings’ of private property, which could only be done on payment of
compensation and with due process. This decision resulted in the Caminetti Act of 1893,
a Federal act that permitted hydraulic sluicing if the tailings were contained, taxed the
sluicing companies to fund the construction of tailings dams and established a statutory
body to provide oversight.39
Rivers in New Zealand also suffered from the sludge produced by hydraulic sluicing and
dredging operations, but there the response was different. Authorities conceded that
landowners had riparian rights but the Gold Fields Amendment Act of 1872 established
that, in areas that were proclaimed gold fields, these rights could be extinguished on
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payment of compensation and that, from that time, all riparian rights were reserved for
the Crown. The government had the power formally to designate some watercourses as
‘sludge drains’ for which compensation would be paid at the time of declaration.
Following the passage of this legislation, most debate in New Zealand concerned which
rivers could be declared sludge drains and limiting the compensation to be paid. It was
not until 1910, following severe sludge damage to agriculture near the town of Thames
on the North Island, that any consideration was given to limiting the discharge of sludge.
Money for remediation work was provided to local councils in many mining regions
over the following years, but it was only with the passage of the Finance Act 1921–1922
that steps were taken to control tailings.40

DISCUSSION
These cases provide context for understanding the meaning and significance of the
legislation in Victoria. Hearn describes the response of the New Zealand government as
‘instrumentalist’, seeking the greatest good for the greatest number.41 In New Zealand
the smaller and more dispersed non‐mining population made it comparatively easy to
argue that mining was the greater good well into the twentieth century. In American
law Richard Andrews describes the tension between the doctrine of prior
appropriation, which held that the greatest rights belonged to those who first put a
resource to productive use, and common law principles that provided protection for
victims.42 In the case of most industrial pollution the balance had shifted to the view
that industrialisation represented progress and was instrumentally the greater good.
The tension Andrews describes was even more pronounced in the sludge controversy in
California because both the miners and the agriculturalists represented economic
progress. Ultimately the Caminetti Act recognised the greater claims and the growing
economic importance of agriculture and imposed the costs on mining, which by then
provided the lesser good.
By the time legislation was passed in Victoria in 1904, the state’s gold mining industry
had also lost much of its economic and political influence, although it was still a force to
40
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be reckoned with. As in California, by now it was the lesser good when compared with
irrigation agriculture and, in regulating mining waste at that time, legislators were
perpetuating the instrumentalist approach that had always prevailed. This is consistent
with what Hutton and Connors have identified as a strain of ‘utilitarian conservation’ in
the Australian environment movement.43 Particularly with regard to forestry, soil and
water, conservationist messages about the sustainable use of resources as part of the
heritage of future generations have frequently coalesced with good business practice on
the part of private enterprise. In this instance, improving water quality for downstream
users was ‘enlightened self‐interest’ on the part of government. Conservation was
improved as the result of achieving utilitarian ends.
The utilitarianism inherent in the regulation of sludge does not diminish its significance
as part of the story of environmental movements in Australia.44 Establishing firm
principles about the need for industry to be responsible for its waste was an important
step in conserving natural environments. Anti‐sludge legislation was passed at a time
when the first national parks were being established, field naturalist and bush walking
societies were being formed and steps were being taken to protect threatened bird and
animal species. Individuals and groups who were part of those initiatives were also
vocal in lobbying against sludge. Melbourne’s Argus newspaper, which led the campaign
against sludge, was edited by a founding member of the Zoological Society of Victoria,
which helped lobby for the establishment of national parks. The Australian Natives
Association lobbied against sludge and was also active in support of national parks. The
environmental movement and the anti‐sludge campaign had important differences. ,
The former was motivated by an altruistic desire to protect the environment (especially
endangered native birds and animals) for its own sake, while the latter was pragmatic in
its objectives, but both impulses challenged prevailing norms that placed the success of
one industry above all other considerations.45 A consensus was beginning to develop
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among some segments of society that the conservation of nature was important and this
provided a social context in which the elimination of sludge could be considered.
In taking action against sludge, Victoria was a pioneer in establishing measures to halt
industrial pollution of water. The Sludge Act of 1885 and the bill drafted in 1887
preceded California’s Caminetti Act of 1893. New Zealand did not formally recognise the
environmental and economic costs of its sludge drains until the 1920s. It took another
forty years for Queensland to pass legislation similar in intent to the Victorian acts and
in Tasmania it was only the decline of the tin mining industry in the 1980s that ended
the flow of sludge into the Ringarooma River.46

CONCLUSION
The resolution of the sludge question illustrates the development of effective means of
dealing with industrial pollution and the challenges that conservationists continue to
face today. Initially the predominant view of sludge was that it was a problem only for
downstream users and that they had to find their own solutions, possibly with some
government assistance. Gold mining supported large numbers of Victorians on and off
the goldfields and benefits derived from mining far outweighed any associated costs. In
such an economic climate, the only possible action was to mitigate the damage through
public works and the construction of sludge channels to divert the problem elsewhere.
By the 1880s the balance was shifting. Gold mining was still strong but agriculture and
irrigation were growing forces, as the children of miners turned to farming. There was
greater acknowledgement of the real costs of sludge and more discussion of solutions
that balanced the needs of mining with the needs of downstream water users. At the
start of the twentieth century the balance shifted entirely away from mining.
Agriculture, manufacturing, and the nascent tourism industry were all powerful
competing interests. Gold mining was on the decline and no longer supported the
majority of Victorians. Its costs finally outweighed its benefits and in this context it was
possible to conclude that the responsibility for limiting the damage from sludge lay with
those who generated it.
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Sludge had gone from being an unavoidable nuisance to a pollutant that should and
could be controlled at its source. This is a profound change in perception on the part of
the public and legislators. The anti‐sludge provisions in the Mines Acts of 1904 and
1907 were decades in advance of similar legislation in other jurisdictions and laid the
foundation for later clean water legislation that is still used to regulate industry.47 In
Victoria the gold mining industry has never recovered the ascendancy it once had and
legislation protecting the environment continues to be strong. In other parts of
Australia coal, iron ore and coal seam gas are sustaining a new resource boom and the
instrumentalist approach continues to favour industry.
The sludge problem and its environmental legacies have been all but forgotten by policy
makers, historians and the general public in Victoria. The sludge itself is still there
beneath suburbs and farmland. Farmers, when alerted to its presence by environmental
scientists, have acknowledged that there is a layer of clay below the surface of their
fields that no amount of ploughing can break up, but they have not considered the
extent to which this impedes the penetration of rainfall or the growth of crops. Urban
planners in country towns are more cautiously aware of the potential perils of building
on tailings, but the suburbs continue to expand. The investigation of mercury remaining
in Victoria’s rivers is piecemeal at best and catchment management strategies for
potentially affected rivers fail to mention mercury, or indeed the role of mining‐related
sediment in shaping today’s river systems. The legacy of the anti‐sludge legislation
nevertheless continues to be felt in subtle ways. A recent application for large‐scale
prospecting in an area of state forest met with considerable opposition from local
communities on environmental grounds, amidst concerns about the destruction of
wildlife habitat. These concerns have been waived by government but the application is
currently being reviewed for its impact on downstream water supplies. Provisions of
the 1904 Mines Act, now lying within the Water Act (1989), continue to shape mining
activity and, despite their utilitarian origins, are being used to achieve the aims of
conservationists .48
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Figure 1. Horse‐driven puddling machine, central Victoria (Department of Primary
Industries, Melbourne)

Figure 2. Hydraulic sluicing with a giant nozzle, Pioneer Claim, Mitta Mitta River (State
Library of Victoria)
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Figure 3. Map of Victoria showing sludge flows from principal mining centres during the
nineteenth century (P. Davies).
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Figure 4. Sludge from Ballarat choking the valley of the Leigh River ca 64 km
downstream from the mines (SAB 1909 Plate S).
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